TOUGHBOOK 40 FAQs
What is the TOUGHBOOK 40?
The TOUGHBOOK 40 is a fully rugged 14” laptop. It is engineered to meet the demands of the extraordinary even in
rugged environments.
Can I detach the screen?
No, the TOUGHBOOK 40 is a laptop (sometimes referred to as a clamshell). If you are looking for a 2-in-1 detachable
device, Panasonic offers the TOUGHBOOK 33 (12” fully rugged PC) and TOUGHBOOK G2 (10.1” fully rugged PC).
What modular areas on the TOUGHBOOK 40 are user-replaceable?
There are eight modular areas. The memory (RAM), storage (SSD), battery and even the keyboard are userreplaceable. The storage drive has a quick-release latch for easy and fast removal. In addition, there are four other
expansion areas that can accommodate optical drives, authentication readers as well as additional I/O, batteries and
a second storage drive and barcode reader. This unparalleled customization enables companies and agencies the
ability to help futureproof, simplify ordering, shorten lead times and decrease downtime.
What is the difference between “expansion areas”, “expansion pack” and “xPAK’s”?
The expansion areas are the four modular areas on the TOUGHBOOK 40. The expansion packs (or xPAK’s for short)
are the accessories that fit into one of the three expansion areas.
Can I buy an expansion pack (xPAK) post purchase or do I have to buy it at time of purchase of the laptop?
The xPAK’s can be purchased be purchased as accessories (at purchase or post-purchase) and are user-replaceable.
How complicated is it to remove an xPAK? Do I need special training?
Panasonic designed the xPAK’s to be easily inserted and removed. On the TOUGHBOOK 40, most areas just a
screwdriver and a handful of screws, and some areas are even toolless just using a slide lever. But all areas were
designed to also be very simple and straightforward and user-replaceable.
I don’t want my users to be able to remove the xPAK’s and SSD. Can I lock them down?
Yes, Panasonic designed the xPAK’s as well as the main SSD so if an IT department wants to, they could be locked
down by simply inserting a screw. Panasonic offers a SKU (FZ-VSW401U) with a bag of 14 interchangeable screws
(mix of silver and black) that can be used to lock down the various expansion areas as well as replacements for the
screws from the keyboard, memory and xPAK’s.
What screws are included in FZ-VSW401U?
There are 14 interchangeable screws (mix of silver and black) that can be used to lock down the various expansion
areas as well as replacements for the screws from the keyboard, memory and xPAK’s.
Is the SSD removable?
Yes, it is end-user removable and has a quick-release lever for easy detaching. If an IT department wants to, they can
purchase an optional locking screw that will secure the SSD and help it prevent from coming loose by accident. A set
of 14 screws are including in sku # FZ-VSW401U.

Are the batteries removable?
Yes, they are end-user removable and have a quick-release lever for easy detaching.
What is the battery life? What is MobileMark 2014?
The TOUGHBOOK 40 has up to 18 hours of battery life, or up to 36 with the optional second battery. The battery
results are based on the industry standard battery test called MobileMark 2014 using their Office Productivity
scenario (which models productivity usage including word processing, spreadsheet data manipulation, email
creation/management and web browsing connected to Wi-Fi). The screen brightness is tested at 150 nits with Wi-Fi
but not cellular.
What is a hot-swappable battery?
A hot-swappable battery lets users swap one of the two batteries (2nd battery is optional) in the unit without needing
to shut down or suspend the laptop first. Both batteries are identical and can go in either the left or right battery slot.
What are some of the high level differences between TOUGHBOOK 40 and 31?
Physically the TOUGHBOOK 40 is 1.2 pounds lighter and almost an inch thinner than the TOUGHBOOK 31 despite
having a larger display (14” vs 13”), being much more powerful, improved thermals, rugged (IP66), modular (8 areas)
and secure (Secure Wipe, Secured-Core PC, Intel® Hardware Shield), delivering the perfect blend of rugged strength
and extreme performance.
To name a few of the performance differences, the CPU is 36% faster, SSD is NVMe which is up to 4x faster and 4x the
max capacity, RAM is 1.5x faster and doubled the max capacity, Intel Iris Xe Graphics are 3x better and there is a AMD
dedicated graphic option for those who need even more, microphones are 2x, speakers are 2x louder, cellular
supports 5G mmWave and up to 60x faster, Wi-Fi almost 3x faster, Bluetooth 2x faster, USB up to 80x faster, and the
features all new advanced docking.
The advance docking includes USB-C ports, more USB ports & video out than the TOUGHBOOK 31, 20x faster USB, 10x
faster ethernet, SMA connectors, quad pass through, software selectable pass through, the ability to pass through
cellular+GPS+Wi+Fi, 4x4 MIMO or 5G Sub6.
In addition, the TOUGHBOOK 40 features several innovations including an industry leading 5MP webcam, an easier to
install SIM which doesn’t require a screwdriver, four programmable buttons & keys, color-selectable backlit keyboard,
backlit power button, Gen2 resistive touchpad that is easier to move, 60% larger, and even the buttons have been
reengineered to be more responsive and improved tactile feel.

What are some of the differences between TOUGHBOOK 40 and 55?
In addition to some of the items listed above, the main difference is that the TOUGHBOOK 40 is fully rugged while the
TOUGHBOOK 55 is semi-rugged. The TOUGHBOOK 55 has a smaller footprint and is lighter, while the TOUGHBOOK 40
is more rugged, more powerful, more secure (optional FIPS 140-2 encrypted drives, optional rubber keyboard), more
modular (8 vs 7 modular areas), more innovations and more advanced docking.

How can I scan a barcode using the Barcode Reader xPAK?
There is a barcode trigger button located on the xPAK. In addition, you can assign one of the P1-P4 buttons (or the
A1-A4 keys) to be a barcode trigger. The default setting for the trigger button is the laser stays on for 8 seconds or
until a barcode is scanned. This allows a user to hold a driver’s license and be able to press the trigger button using
the same hand for easy one-handed operation.
What is Intel vPro™ technology?
Essential for businesses and agencies, it allows remote management for IT departments and adds security including
Intel® Hardware Shield
How loud are the speakers?
The TOUGHBOOK 40 has powerful 95db speakers so users can hear the TOUGBHOOK 40 even in loud environments.
This is critical given that rugged users need to work on their laptops in all types of situations. For instance, the level of
noise on a busy highway can be around 85db. And inside of a police vehicle with the sirens on, can range from 85db
to the lower 90’s depending on speed and if the windows are down or up.
What are the tetra-array microphones?
The TOUGHBOOK 40 and 55 are the only rugged laptop with four microphones – all of the microphones help to
improve the accuracy of the speech recognition so it can offer class leading accuracy whether in a quite room or noisy
environment. The later of which having multiple mics and noise cancellation is critical to filter out background noise.
What is an infrared webcam? What is Microsoft Hello?
The combination of an infrared (IR) webcam on TOUGHBOOK 40 and Windows Hello allows customers to use 3D facial
recognition or fingerprint scanning (on units equipped with a fingerprint reader) for user authentication.
What is the maximum number of users that can set up their faces using Microsoft Hello?
There is no theoretical maximum. Up to 99 has been tested. Each user will need to set their own account, but
multiple users can set up their own account.
What color is the backlight on the keyboard?
The TOUGHBOOK 40 has a color-selectable backlit keyboard letting users select from four preset colors as well as
define their own custom colors. And the programmable buttons (P4 by default) and keys (A4 by default) toggles
between white, red and any two selectable colors to allow the keyboard color be easily changed on the fly. There are
4 keyboard brightness levels plus off. Also standard is an onscreen notification system that displays what the
keyboard brightness is.
Can I set the backlight of the keyboard to turn off at a certain amount of time of inactivity to save battery?
Yes, this can be adjusted in the BIOS under the Main tab (Backlight Timeout). You can choose the timeout (delay) to
be up to 1 minute of inactivity before the keyboard backlight is turned off. And you can choose different settings if
you wish for when the TOUGHBOOK 40 is plugged in verses on battery. By default, this feature is turned off for both
settings – if you activate it, and the backlight turns off, to turn it back on, simply touch any key.

How does the Gen2 resistive touchpad differ than the Gen1 resistive touchpads in the market?
Panasonic developed an all new touchpad that is still pressure sensitive (resistive) so it can work with gloves or in the
rain, but is much easier (sensitive) to move. In essence, it provides the best of both worlds – a pressure sensitive
touchpad that feels like it is capacitive. Panasonic also took the opportunity to make the largest touchpad it has ever
made in a TOUGHBOOK device – 60% larger than on the TOUGHBOOK 31. And, in addition, Panasonic reengineered
the touchpad buttons to be easier to click and provide more tactile response.
What is Day/Night Mode? How is it different from Concealed Mode?
Day/Night Mode is Panasonic’s application that can apply a screen effect to reduce night blindness, eye strain and
neural stimulation by applying one of 12 screen effects (colors, inversion, grayscale, blue light reduction), keyboard
color and brightness. It is trigged either manually, or automatically based on the time of day or the amount of light.
Concealed Mode is also a Panasonic application that can dim or turn off the display when a combination of keys is
pressed, along with some other settings include turning off the keyboard LED’s and turning off the volume.
Do any integrated options require a bump out?
No, the TOUGHBOOK 40 has a flat bottom on all configurations. No configuration requires a bump out.
Can I read/write to the DVD drive & Blu-ray drive?
Yes, both can read/write. Panasonic ships them with software to play media as well as burn media. Special read only
versions can be requested at time of purchase of a TOUGHBOOK 40 and will require a different SKU.
Does it come with a stylus pen and tether?
Yes, as well as a stylus holder and microfiber cleaning cloth.
What are the different cellular (WWAN) modems available?
The TOUGHBOOK 40 offers the choice between two different modems. The 4G modem (EM7690) supports LTE, LTE-A
and speeds up to 2 Gbps. The 5G modem (EM9190) supports 4G (LTE, LTE-A) as well as 5G (mmWave, C-band, Sub6)
and speeds up to 5.5 Gbps. Both modems seamlessly connects to the best available network without any disruption
or intervention by the user. And both modems support FirstNet® (band 14), CBRS Private LTE (band 48) and have dual
SIM (physical SIM + eSIM) for maximum flexibility.
Does the 5G Modem support mmWave? C-Band? Sub6? What about 4G?
Yes, it supports all of them!!
How many SIM slots does it have?
2 slots for maximum flexibility. One physical NanoSIM (4FF) and one eSIM.
What is the square padding on the inside of the door by the SIM port
The padding is designed to help to ensure the SIM card does not come out due to vibrations or drops (to be effective
the door must be closed). This style makes it much easier to manage deployments since no tools are needed to
remove/install a SIM cover. And you never have to worry about a losing a SIM cover. However, a SIM cover is an
option on the TOUGHBOOK 40 for those who still prefer it – contact the Panasonic National Service Center for details.

What functionality does the Thunderbolt™ 4 USB-C port on TOUGHBOOK 40 support?
The port can be used for fast 40 Gbps data transfer, connecting to monitors and peripherals, charging cell phones,
and even charging the PC itself with Power Delivery.
Can I use my old docks?
No, but the TOUGHBOOK 40 features the latest advances in technology that will enable you to stay with your current
docks for the foreseeable future. It includes USB-C, more USB ports & video out than the TOUGHBOOK 31, 20x faster
USB, 10x faster ethernet, SMA connectors, quad pass through, software selectable pass through, the ability to pass
through cellular+GPS+Wi+Fi, 4x4 MIMO or 5G Sub6.
Can I reuse my old AC adapters from the TOUGHBOOK 55 and TOUGHBOOK 31?
Yes!
What is Secure Wipe?
Can easily and securely wipe the entire contents of the PC including the OS and partition. Instead of overwriting data
which takes more time and SSD’s have limited read/writes, Secure Wipe applies a voltage spike to erase contents.
Instead of taking minutes or hours, it takes just seconds. It can be accessed in the BIOS under the Security tab.
What is the difference between IP66 and IP65?
The difference is in the water rating. IP65 is water projected from by a nozzle. IP66 is water projected by a powerful
jet. So, the pressure is more powerful (3x more) but also there is much more volume of water per minute coming out
(8x more).

